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ABSTRACT

The hidden Markov field (HMF) model has been used in
many model-based solutions to image analysis problems,
including that of image segmentation, and generally
gives satisfying results. However, when the class image
is non stationary, the unsupervised segmentation results
provided by HMF can be poor. In this paper, we tackle
the problem of modeling a non stationary hidden random
field and its effect on the unsupervised statistical image
segmentation. We propose an original approach, based
on the recent triplet Markov field (TMF) model, to
segment non stationary images. Experiments indicate
that the new algorithm performs better than the classical
one.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is a fundamental and yet diff icult
task in machine vision. Among several models and
approaches developed, hidden Markov fields (HMF) and
Bayesian segmentation based on them, can be of
outstanding eff iciency in numerous situations. Hundreds
papers have been written on the subject since the seminal
articles [2, 4, 5, 7] and a rich bibliography can be seen in
[10]. However, when considering non stationary images,
which will be in this paper class images, and
unsupervised segmentation, HMF model is diff icult to
apply. In fact, to model non stationarity of the class
image one has to make depend the form potential
functions (defining the Markovian distribution of the
class field) on pixels. Now, such dependence makes very
diff icult the estimation of the model parameters when
considering the unsupervised segmentation framework
(in which HMF parameters are estimated from the
observed image). The idea of this paper is to use a third
random field whose realizations would model the
simultaneous presence of different stationarities in the
class image.

Let us notice that similar general ideas concerning the
hidden Markov chains (HMC) and triplet Markov chains
(TMC) are presented in [6]; however, models and
processing considered here are completely different.

2. HIDDEN AND TRIPLET MARKOV FIELDS

Let S  be the set of pixels. HMF model contains two
stochastic processes SssXX ∈= )(  and SssYY ∈= )( , in

which xX =  is unobservable – or hidden - and has to
be recovered from the observed yY = . Therefore,

yY =  can be seen as a noisy version of xX = . In this

paper we consider the problem of digital image
segmentation : each sX  takes its values in a finite set of

classes { }kωω ...,,1=Ω , whereas each sY  takes its values

in the set of real numbers R . The distribution )(xp  of

the field X  is a Markov distribution, and it is the same
with its posterior distribution )( yxp , which is its

distribution conditional on yY = .  The Markovianity of

)( yxp  is crucial because it enables one to estimate the

marginals )( yxp s , and thus enables one to apply the

Bayesian Maximum Posterior Mode (MPM)
segmentation method [7]. Albeit this model has been
thoroughly tested in the stationary case, it can fail i n the
non stationary one, in which the parameters defining the
potential functions on cliques can vary when cliques vary
in the set of pixels.
The aim of this paper is to present a novel approach that
enables one to overcome this problem. Our contributions
are twofold. First, the proposed approach consists of
using the recent “Triplet” Markov fields (TMF [8])
model, in which one introduces a third random field

SssUU ∈= )( , each sU  taking its values in a finite set

{ }Mλλ ...,,1=Λ . The idea is to interpret the M  possible

values of sU  as M  different possible stationarities of
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xX = . The triplet ),,( YUXT =  being assumed

Markovian, ),( yuxp ss  is computable for the same

reasons as above, and thus )( yxp s  is given by

∑
Λ∈

=
su

sss yuxpyxp ),()( . Having )( yxp s  enables us to

perform MPM segmentation as in classical HMF.
The second novelty of this paper is to adapt the
parameter estimation method described in [1], based on
the general “ Iterative Conditional Estimation” (ICE [3,
9]) to the particular TMF considered in this paper.
Finally, we show, via experiments, that unsupervised
segmentation methods based on ICE and TMF can be
significantly more eff icient that those based on ICE and
HMF.
Let us consider, as an example, the distribution of the
Markov field SssXX ∈= )(  defined by the energy

( ) ( )( )
( )

( )( )
( )
∑∑

∈∈

−+−=
VH Cts

tsV
Cts

tsH xxxxxW
,,

,21,21 δαδα (1)

Where HC  is the set of couples of pixels horizontally

neighbours, VC  is the set of couples of pixels vertically

neighbours, and ( )ts xx ,δ  verifies ( ) 1, =ts xxδ  for

ts xx = , and ( ) 0, =ts xxδ  for ts xx ≠ . The field

SssXX ∈= )(  is then classically Markovian with respect

to four nearest neighbours.
Furthermore, let us consider classically that the random
variables SssY ∈)(  are independent conditionally on

SssXX ∈= )( . The distribution of ),( YX  is then written

( ) ∑
∈

+−=
Ss

ss xypLogxWyxp ))]((exp[),( γ (2)

We generalize this model by considering ),( UX , with

two stationarities { }ba,=Λ , whose distribution is

defined by the energy

( ) ( )( )
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With ( ) 1,,* =auu tsδ  for auu ts == , and

( ) 0,,* =auu tsδ  otherwise and ( ) 1,, =buu tsδ  for

auu ts == , and ( ) 0,,* =buu tsδ  otherwise. We can

easily verify that for ux =  the energy (3) is reduced to
the energy (1); therefore the model (3) is a generalisation
of the classical model (1).
Furthermore, let us define the distribution of ),,( YUX

by

( ) ∑
∈

+−=
Ss

ss xypLoguxWyuxp ))]((,exp[),,( γ (4)

Both models HMF given by (2) and TMF given by (4)
allows one to estimate )( yxp s . In HMF this is

classically done from (2) using the Gibbs sampler, and in
TMF this is done in two steps : (i) estimate ),( yuxp ss

by the Gibbs sampler; (ii ) calculate

∑
Λ∈

=
su

sss yuxpyxp ),()( . Therefore, the Bayesian

Maximum Posterior Mode (MPM) can be used in both
HMF and TMF given by (2) and (4), respectively.

3. EXPERIMENTS

We give below four examples of the use of the TMF
model given by (4) in unsupervised image segmentation.
As specified above, all parameters are estimated from

yY =  by a particular algorithm belonging to the so

called “ ICE” family of methods [1].
The two first examples concern simulations with respect
to the new model (4). In each of the two cases
considered, ),( UX  is first simulated according to (3),

and then xX =  is corrupted with Gaussian white noise
with means .01 =m , .22 =m , and variances

.12
2

2
1 == σσ  Fig.1 corresponds to .111 == VH αα ,

5.022 == aVaH αα , 4.022 −== bVbH αα , whereas Fig.2

corresponds to .111 == VH αα , .12 =aHα , 3.02 −=aVα ,

3.02 −=bHα , .12 =bVα  The realizations of U

corresponding to these two cases are given in Fig. 3. We
can see that results in Fig. 2 are particularly striking.
The third example concerns a hand-drawn image x ,
noisy as above with .01 =m , 6.12 =m , and

.12
2

2
1 == σσ  Such an image is neither TMF nor HMF

and we can see, according to results in Fig. 4, that the
new method is of interest.
The fourth example concerns an application of the
proposed model to a real image. Fig. 5 compares results
obtained with the new TMF model based unsupervised
segmentation and the classical HMF based one. This
430x430 radar image represents a part of the
Netherlands and contains four classes. As we have no
ground truth, it is diff icult to draw rigorous conclusions;
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however, in some spots we better recover some details
like connections between canals, which are represented
by the black lines in the image.

(a) X  field (b) Y field

(c) new TMF based MPM :
error = 14.21%

(d) classical HMF based
MPM : error = 18.6%

Fig. 1 : Simulated images using the new TMF model (a,
b) and two MPM based on TMF and classical HMF
unsupervised segmentation results (c, d).

(a) X  field (b) Y  field

(c) MPM TMF : error =
5.41%

(d) MPM classical HMF :
error = 16.82%

Fig. 2 : Simulated images using the new TMF model and
two MPM based on TMF and classical HMF
unsupervised segmentation results.

(b) uU =  field in Fig.1 (b) uU =  field in Fig. 2

Fig. 3 : Realizations of U  in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

(a) class image x (b) observed yY =

(c) true u (d) estimated u

(e) MPM+TMF : error =
6.41%

(f) MPM classical HMF :
error = 10.37%

Fig. 4 : Hand-drawn class image x  (a), its noisy version

(b), u  corresponding to x   (c), estimated u  (d), new
method unsupervised segmentation result (e), and
classical method one (f).
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(a) Flevoland (b) MPM based on HMF

(c) MPM based on TMF

Fig. 5 : Real image segmentation (four classes) with the
new method and a classical one

All the segmented images presented above have been
obtained after 100 MPM samples, each of which is
performed by 20 Gibbs sampler iterations.
Let us remark that we focused in this paper on
recovering xX =  from yY = ; however, uU =  can

also have a physical interpretation and its estimation can
be of interest. For example, let us imagine that there are
two classes “houses” and “trees”. Otherwise, a half of the
image xX =  is a “town”, and the other half is “outside
town”. Furthermore, let us assume that there are trees in
town, and there are houses outside town. As the
distribution of X  is different in “town” and “outside
town”, these two possibiliti es will be model, according to
our model, by two stationarities 1λ , 2λ . Therefore, for a

given pixel Ss∈ , we can say that sx  is “house” or

“trees”, and su  is “town” or “outside town”, and both of

them are of interest. As )( yup s  is computable from

),( yuxp ss  by ∑
Ω∈

=
sx

sss yuxpyup ),()( , uU =  can be

estimated from yY =  by MPM. One such example is

provided in Fig. 4.

4. CONCLUSION

We dealt in this with unsupervised Bayesian
segmentation of non stationary images. We showed : (i)
the recent TMF model [8] can model non stationarity in

an eff icient way; (ii ) TMF based unsupervised
segmentation of non stationary images can be more
eff icient than the classical HMF based one.
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